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“His Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej, the beloved

monarch of Thai populace, along with Queen Sirikit”

The morning air is so refreshing you will have to overload your lungs with it. The surrounding looks brilliant. Ahead 
stands eminently the royal monastery, the center of Wiang Sa people’s faith since the time it was still known as Wiang 
Po. The multilayered roof of the ubosot alternate and cascade down, glimmering under the morning sunlight. Peace 
and calmness at heart permeate through as you step through the wooden gate with three-layered carving to pay 
respect to the principal Buddha image in standing posture in the ubosot, where an old lady was compelling everyone to 

wooden building just in front. The most outstanding point is on the path before the building that was once the district 
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“ชิ้นสวนเรือโบราณ”
“Carving bow of boat”

“local fish traps”

“ชิ้นสวนเรือโบราณ”

Seeing the bow of the boat or ‘hua o’ 
display made me interested in how they
were carved, and my curiosity was duly 

will get to watch both master carvers and 
their apprentices, which are young children, 
help one another in carving, decorating, and 
repairing the bows for the Boat Racing 
Festival to be held in winter, with the abbot 
as the chief, educating anyone fascinated to 
learn about the art. The bow is commonly 

stern called ‘hang wan.’ Every carver agreed 



“Morning time at rice farm field”

“Craving bow of boats into Serpents shape ”

“Morning ttimime e atat rricice e fafarmrm ffieieldld”

“Huean Rot Tib” “Making Tung Kha Khing”

unanimously that carving requires both concentration and 
positivity, which seemed apparent since everyone had bright 
smiles on their face, chatting with one another, and share the 
generosity to visitors like us. As we were observing, trying out, 
and walking around the vicinity, our stomach eventually 

that after I had tried myself I got fond of it I had to pass on 
the words. After a savory meal, let’s wash our mouth with 
something sweet and some iced cold drinks in our next 

does it serve tasty food and coffee, the shop is also decorated 
into indie style by an old bus converted into seating where you 
can sit and enjoy your coffee, since it used to be a bus 
garage. You can also tour the gallery then end your visit by 
shopping for souvenirs and mementos, like a couple of T-shirts 
I got for my friends.

When we are 
full, it’s time to get a few 
stretches. We will hop onto the 
bicycles to sightsee the city, embarking 

as from the World War era are collected. Some 
will be look familiar, while some will not. I decided 

Suphot, the owner, said I could ride all I want, but 
after a while I had to give up since it wasn’t easy at all 

Rot Tib, we took our time cycling to take photos of the 

local Wiang Sa community. In the space under the houses, 
you will see residents carrying on their daily activities, like 

lanterns, and they will smile at us when we ask them for 
photos. Dogs were trotting here and there so joyously with 
quality of life dogs from other cities would be jealous of. 

you could see on the street all have owners. They were just 
in a middle of a stroll or an exercise at their own pace, and 
would return home in the evening. Even the ones seen in 
temples are also owned, by the monks. A dog lover like me 
only felt so proud when I learned that.



“Don Chai
Temple”

“Weaving fabric at Warapon woven fabric”
“Wea

After that we will head towards the next destination, 
Don Chai Temple, a small temple in a peace 
community, concealed away from the main road and 

our guide told us that this was the only temple whose 
artist of the sculpture being decorated on the steps of 
the stair was still alive, which should be true since the 
artists of the other temples would have all long 
departed. From Don Chai Temple, we will take a walk 
around the Don Chai community to take see their 
homes and simple lifestyle, where we will be greeted 

destination at Warapon Woven Fabric shop, where 
Warapon, her daughter, and her little granddaughter 
will already be waiting there to greet us. First of all, 

she will demonstrate us weaving techniques by the 
craftswomen, who will be threading the cotton, 
moving the shuttles, working the loom as if it was so 
easy, but when I tried it with myself, before I could 

lot of concentration and determination for some time 
before I managed to get the gist of it. From outside, 
you can then move into the shop to admire the 

ing, especially the ‘nam lai son muk’ pattern, and the 

the traditional ‘nam lai’ pattern, or the ‘nam nan’ 

less beautiful. Each pattern was so delicate and 

match it with a chic dress and an indie pair of 
sneakers, it could become a trendsetting fashion!



“Hitting Kalok and feeding th
e fish”

“Kalok homestay”

When we arrived at the homestay with no sign of people, we tried calling him with the number written in front of his 

said if wanted to take a cruise we should wait for the sunlight to soften just before sunset to for an impressive 

kalok which was used in the past as signal for distress or to call 
for assembly, then he hoisted the hung basket until it reached its 
destination in the river. Since the pulley screeched quite loudly, 

to explain that he intentionally left it unsmooth by not oiling it, so Nan



“Writing Lanna Script”

“Boat cruising in Nan River”

some guesswork would help. The lesson lasted an hour but a half, so for a fast learning like me already managed to 

guide who urged us to watch the birds in the sky, in which late October was a good time to see black drongos with 
bicuspid tails swooping down close to the boat or perching on branches of large trees along the river, and white 

with intimacy in the way of a rural setting whose kindness and goodwill still hadn’t been deprived away by urgency 

us to the scene of the sun about to set dyeing the sky permeating orange with a hint of purple. It was beautiful 

equipped with amenities but also very delicious food.



“Making flower cones”

“Making Tung Kha Khing” “Chao Fong Kham Palace”

In the second morning, we will head to the city center, to make ‘tung kha khing’ 

longevity and rid you of misfortune, and handed use a tung as tall as ourselves 
made from mulberry paper to make up the face ourselves. Other motifs, like 
a prayer scripture of the ‘sabat’ pattern below that were there to shake off and 
eradicate any calamity were already made for, so there was nothing to worry. 

we will have to tour around the palace and the resident that is inherited from

lifestyle where the residential sector, kitchen, rice storage, and water well were 
built separate. After touring, we will sit down nicely to roll banana leaves into 
cones, pleat them into a pointy shape, which will require endurance and very 



“Eat and Shop at walking street ”

“Phumin Temple” “Leelawadee Arch”

For a laidback lifestyle, of course we will be cycling for the afternoon, and keep cycling at our own pace, admiring 

the evening, we will stroll around to shop for local souvenirs and visit the market for ‘khao soi,’ ‘nam prik num,’ 

and ‘sai ua’ for dinner in the middle 

ambience is so laidback and 

to Pua, as tonight we will be staying 
at Cocoa Valley Resort, the chicest 
hotel in Pua. Their chocolate lava 
cake and iced cocoa are irresistible, 
I tell you.



Viewpoint 1715



“The Ancient salt pits of Bo Klua (Salt Well)”

“Making salt at Salt well”

Wiang Sa, Master Tone – Tel: 088 407 1740
Boat cruise, Master Radom – Tel: 085 029 8029
Tung Kha Khing, Ms. Tim – Tel: 087 178 2588
Chao Fong Kham Palace, Ms. Pat – Tel: 089 560 6988

Contacts for 
tourism:

sky were plucked down and sown over the valley. Right after that we will 
head to the salt well. This salt well is extraordinary unlike other ones, in 
the sense that the salt doesn’t originate from the sea but from high 
mountain. The locals will extract the salt by transferring water from the 
well down the bamboo gutters into the resting well, then drawn up from 
this well to make the slat by boiling it in a larch pap for about 4-5 hours, 
wait until the water has evaporated then scooped up using a paddle to 
dry in a basket hung above the pan to let water drip down into the pan 
the scoop it up again. The steps are repeated until the water in the pan 

seen by the artistic photos of the locals drawing up the brine water for 
salt extraction and the pretty photos of the scenery with ultimate beauty 
to the point that it’s worth just coming up here for it alone. After that, 
we will indulge in a riverside atmosphere, eating chicken fried with 

cute scenic restaurant with good food and fresh vegetable grown in 
private garden. I was so laidback I didn’t want to leave. Can’t I just live 
here for a year?



Target audience:

Trivia:

Tourists who don’t like rushing, love taking time to sink 
in the atmosphere and getting to know each attraction 
profoundly, prefer a relaxing style of traveling, and do 
not focus on the goal but pay for attention to values 
gained on the way there.

Wiang Sa is Nan’s largest Amphoe, so called ‘the Gate to 
Nan,’ being very abundant in rivers and streams. As for 
Nan city, it’s a cozy small town, complete with charms and 
living cultures, full of temples to be visited. Other 
important tourist attractions include Nan National 
Museum, Phu Min Temple, and Rim Nan Gallery. The salt 
mine is source of rock salt which now has only the north 
and south wells left

Preparation:

Happiness from an unhurried trip, taking time at 
every pace with no rush, slowly absorbing the 

atmosphere at every minute. You will get to relax 
and rid yourself of hassles in everyday life and spend 
time with yourself till inspirations and ideas are borne 

of them. Most importantly, you get to recharge 
yourself with life energy that will clearly make you 

more vigorous and robust.

Values and
impressions gained:

Directions:
From Nan city, head south towards Wiang Sa for approximately 25 kilometers, 
and from Nan city to Pua, take higher no. 101 for approximately 60 kilometers. 
From Pua to salt well, take highway no. 1256 via Doi Phu Kha National Park 
to the slat wall for approximately 50 kilometers.

Camera and dairy to record your memories, 
jacket, sneakers to trek to the salt well

All year round. If you want to watch the traditional Boat 
Racing Festival, come in October. If you want to see 

drongos and white egrets, also the same time. 
Late rainy season and early winter to 

enjoy the sea of mist.

Best time to travel:



“Carving bow of boat”

“Cycling through the city”

Tourist attractions:

• Khon Khun Khao Resort
• Cocoa Valley Resort

 

Accommodations:

• Bun Yuen Temple: Wiang Sa’s important temple since the 
ancient times. Anyone who comes will have to pay respect 
to the Buddha image with elegant standing posture.

• Wiang Sa Municipality Local Museum: Besides being an 
important archive of physical evidences of Nan lifestyle and 

Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej set in the land of Nan.

• Don Chai Temple: a small temple in Ban Don Chai Tai 
community, suitable for those who enjoy peach and crowded 
with other tourists.

• Salt well: admire the beauty of sea of mist, mountain, and 
the traditional salt making process that lasts till today.

Souvenirs and must-haves:

Carving bow of boat ,Cycling through the city
Weaving fabric at Warapon Woven Fabric
Boat cruising in Nan River, Writing Muang 

cones at Chao Fong Kham Palace

Activities with 
local communities:

Woven fabric from Warapon Woven fabric



Temple, learn about woven fabric at Warapon Woven Fabric, then we will continue to Ban 
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view sea of mist at scenic spot 1715, then continue towards the salt mine, where will get to 
see both stunning scenery and traditional salt extraction process, We will end our trip with Day 3
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We will head to the city to make tung kha khing 

to have beef noodle at Surat Thani beef noodle. 

lifestyle, and we can stroll around to 

then we will travel to Pua to 
stay the night at cocoa 
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Tel: 662 250 5500, TAT Contact Center: 1672

Nan


